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Among various geopolitical repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic are redefini-
tions of the short-term priorities of many international organizations. Among oth-
ers, the European Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
are becoming absorbed by new internal challenges, and are thus even less interested 
in further enlargement than before. Against this background, Kyiv, Tbilisi, and 
Chisinau, as well as their Western friends, need to seek new paths to increase the 
three countries’ security, resilience, and growth before their accession to the West’s 
major organizations. Above all, an alternative way to decrease Ukraine’s current 
institutional isolation is to develop more intense bilateral relations with friendly 
states across the globe, including Germany and the United States. In Eastern Eu-
rope, moreover, Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova should attempt to create new multi-
lateral networks with post-communist member countries of NATO as well as the EU, 
and try to become part of such structures as the Three Seas Initiative or Bucharest 
Nine group.
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Implicaciones Geopolíticas Y Desafíos De La Crisis Del Coronavirus 
Para Ucrania, Georgia, Y Moldavia

Entre las diversas repercusiones geopolíticas de la pandemia de COVID19 se 
encuentran las redefiniciones de las prioridades a corto plazo de muchas orga-
nizaciones internacionales. Entre otros, la UE y la OTAN están siendo empuja-
dos por nuevos desafíos internos y, por lo tanto, aún menos interesados en una 
ampliación más próxima que antes. En este contexto, Kyiv, Tbilisi, y Chisinau, 
así como sus amigos occidentales, deben buscar nuevos caminos para aumentar 
la seguridad, la resilencia, y el crecimiento de los tres países antes de su acceso 
a las principales organizaciones de Occidente. Una forma alternativa de dis-
minuir, sobre todo, el actual aislamiento institucional de Ucrania es desarrol-
lar relaciones bilaterales más intensas con estados amigos en todo el mundo, 
incluidos Alemania y Estados Unidos. Además, en Europa del Este, Ucrania, 
Georgia, y Moldavia deberían intentar crear nuevas redes multilaterales con los 
países miembros de la OTAN poscomunistas, así como con la UE, y tratar de 
formar parte de estructuras como la Iniciativa Three Seas o el grupo Bucharest 
Nine.

Palabras clave: pandemia, coronavirus, covid-19, respuesta a la crisis 
global, Geopolítica, europa del este, unión europea, ue, otan, ucra-
nia, Georgia, moldavia, política de seguridad.

冠状病毒危机对乌克兰产生的地缘政治意义及挑战

COVID-19大流行的不同地缘政治影响包括许多国际组织对短期优先
事项的再定义。其中欧盟与北约组织正被新的内部挑战所包围，因此
比以往任何时刻都更没有兴趣在近期进行组织扩大。以此为背景，基
辅、第比利斯、基希讷乌方面及其西方盟友需要寻求新的路径以便
这三国在正式加入西方主要组织前增强其安全、韧性和发展。一个
减少乌克兰当前最重要的组织隔离情况的替代性方法则是与全球友好
国家建立更深的双边关系，包括德国与美国。此外在东欧，乌克兰、
格鲁吉亚、摩尔多瓦应试图与北约组织及欧盟中的后共产主义成员
国建立新的多边网络，并试图成为这类组织的一部分，例如三海倡议
或”Bucharest Nine”九国集团。

关键词： 大流行, covid-19, 冠状病毒, 国际组织, 欧洲联盟, 欧盟, 北约
组织, 东欧, 后共产主义国家, 乌克兰, 格鲁吉亚, 摩尔多瓦, 国际关系.
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In their seminal 2012 study Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Pros-
perity and Poverty, daren acemoglu and James a. robinson identified the 
Bubonic plague of 1346–1353 not only as one of the greatest calamities in 
human history. the Black death—as the pandemic is also called—acted as 
a critical juncture in european political history. While the 14th-century pes-
tilence encouraged the gradual abolition of feudalism in Western europe, 
it led to the so-called second serfdom in most of eastern europe—not 
the least, in parts of today’s ukraine. the Black death thus fundamentally 
reset european affairs during the middle ages, resulting in consequences 
that reach as far as today. the covid-19 pandemic will presumably result 
in far fewer victims than the Bubonic plague, which claimed the lives of 
between 70 and 200 million people. Yet the coronavirus crisis could also 
become a critical juncture in human history, with far-reaching repercus-
sions for both states’ domestic affairs and their international relations.

the ongoing pandemic’s various aftereffects on the contemporary 
world system will be especially far-reaching for weak states located in 
geopolitical gray zones between adversarial defense coalitions (Bond 
2017; hamilton and meister 2016; rotaru 2018; tyshchenko 2018). 
countries like ukraine, Georgia, and moldova—that are neither military 
or economic great powers nor embedded in relevant security alliances 
or trading blocs—are at special risk (Balmaceda 2001; härtel 2012). for 
kyiv, tbilisi, and chisinau, the evolving world crisis will have, among 
others, the unpleasant consequence that their nations’ already stalling 
integration with the West may slow down further (appel 2014; Getman-
chuk 2019; pifer 2017; umland 2016c).

some already existing special outreach programs in which ukraine, 
Georgia, and moldova are included, such as the european union’s (eu) 
eastern partnership initiative or the north atlantic treaty organization’s 
(nato) individual partnership action plan scheme, will probably remain 
in place and may even be strengthened (rinkēvičs et al. 2019). moreover, 
in 2019, ukraine put the aim of full membership in nato and the eu 
demonstratively into its constitution (klimkin 2019). Yet these organiza-
tions will probably be turning ever more inward, as international and 
national instability may be growing in 2020 and, perhaps, beyond. at least, 
it seems unlikely that the ongoing crisis will decrease skepticism toward 
further eu and nato enlargement, especially in Western europe.

Kyiv’s Ambivalent Relationship with Western Europe

already in 2019, ukrainian politicians and experts were dismayed 
by a number of, in kyiv’s view, scandalous West european decisions and 
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signals. this included the unfounded readmission of the russian del-
egation to the parliamentary assembly of the council of europe, from 
which it had been excluded in view of moscow’s attack on ukraine in 
2014 (Gigitashvili 2019), and a strangely conciliatory turn in french 
president emmanuel macron’s rhetoric vis-à-vis moscow (leonard 
2019). moreover, as became clear after macron’s unexpected advance, 
the french president has numerous supporters in Western europe in his 
stated intention to change the current character of eu–russia relations 
and begin a new security partnership with moscow.

Germany has, in many ways, been supportive of ukraine since 2014 
(härtel 2019). the federal republic will probably continue or may 
even strengthen its support for ukraine in the future (umland 2020). 
Yet Berlin continues to irritate kyiv with its myopic insistence on the 
completion of Gazprom’s nord stream 2 pipeline through the Baltic sea 
(fischer 2016; Goldthau 2016; lang and Westphal 2017). the German 
and austrian governments have not changed their strong support for 
the controversial underwater conduit even in view of growing resistance 
against the dubious project in eastern europe and the united states 
throughout 2019 (assenova 2018; Gawlikowska-fyk et al. 2018; heinrich 
and pleines 2019; przybyło 2019).

the geopolitical surroundings of ukraine, Georgia, and moldova 
will seemingly worsen further during 2020. since the outbreak of the 
coronavirus epidemic, world politics has become more complicated with 
every passing week. the eu and its member states are today confronted 
not only with the pandemic and its uncertain economic repercussions 
(schwarzer and vallée 2020). they simultaneously face a new refugee 
crisis in the south, complicated situations in the middle east and africa, 
increasingly difficult relations with turkey, and an awkward u.s. presi-
dent with a different understanding of transatlantic solidarity than previ-
ous inhabitants of the White house.

Russia’s Weakening as a Result of the Corona Crisis

to be sure, not all recent foreign trends may be disadvantageous for 
ukraine. the currently multiplying economic and social repercussions of 
the pandemic for russia could, so hopes not only kyiv, dampen the krem-
lin’s traditional foreign adventurism (kushnir 2018; plokhy 2018; torba-
kov 2018). moscow made an ill-conceived attempt to push back against 
producers of shale oil and gas in the world’s energy markets—especially 
american ones (Gould-davies 2020). russia’s nonagreement to an orga-
nization of the petroleum exporting countries’ (opec) proposal to cut 
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the extraction of oil so as to hold up prices may have also been meant to 
be the kremlin’s rebuttal to the united states’ sanctioning of Gazprom’s 
controversial nord stream 2 gas pipeline project via the Baltic sea in 
december 2019 (Łoskot-strachota 2020).

as of late april 2020, however, it looks as if this attempted russian 
manipulation is backfiring. the recent decline of world market price 
for crude oil seems to have been much deeper and may turn out to last 
much longer than the kremlin probably intended to. if one believes 
recent research on a causal link between economic well-being—largely 
determined, in russia, by world energy prices—and a russian inclina-
tion toward foreign adventurism, this should be good news for countries 
like ukraine (snegovaya 2020a, 2020b). also, as a result of the deep 
impact of the drop in energy prices and pandemic on russia’s economic 
and social life, there is now an increasing likelihood that a disruption of 
putin’s regime may, at some point in the future, happen (kragh 2020; 
shagina 2020). arguably, that scenario will have positive rather than 
negative repercussions for countries like ukraine (umland 2017a).

moreover, some domestic political developments in the West may also 
be—at least, indirectly—to the advantage of ukraine. Both russia and 
ukraine will apparently be topics in the u.s. electoral campaign through-
out summer and autumn 2020. kyiv may well benefit from further discus-
sion of moscow’s continuing malevolent actions against the united states 
and its allies, as in the case of congress’ december 2019 decision to sanc-
tion nord stream 2 (polyakova and Boyer 2018). as time goes by, various 
details and a better comprehension of russia’s past, current, and possible 
future covert intrusion into american and european electoral and other 
political affairs are accumulating in Western societies (kragh and Åsberg 
2017; polyakova 2018; shekhovtsov 2017, 2020; vilmer 2019; Weiss 2020).

certain purely domestic current and future developments in a num-
ber of eu and nato member countries can be to the advantage of 
ukraine. in october 2021, for instance, the German parliamentary elec-
tions may be resulting in an entry of the relatively pro-ukrainian Green 
party into the federal republic’s new government (kefferpütz 2019; 
rohac 2017; umland 2020). Yet these possible and other positive devel-
opments abroad and their presumably benevolent effects for ukraine 
remain uncertain as of spring 2020.

The Distant Prospect of EU and NATO Accession

concerning ukraine’s two major foreign political targets, accession 
to nato and the eu, the prospects today look gloomier than before 
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the start of the ongoing worldwide crisis. already after the victories of 
the 2004 orange revolution and 2014 revolution of dignity, ukraine’s 
political and intellectual elite was repeatedly disappointed by Brussels. 
for instance, during the april 2008 nato summit in Bucharest, kyiv’s 
and tbilisi’s official applications for membership in the alliance were 
not rejected. the summit’s final declaration even stated that ukraine 
and Georgia will become nato members. Yet the two countries’ actual 
admissions to the alliance were curiously postponed to an uncertain later 
period (hagedorn 2008). neither membership action plans nor any 
other road maps for accession were adopted, in response to ukraine’s 
and Georgia’s formal requests for entry into nato.

in 2014, after the revolution of dignity’s victory, kyiv’s and the eu’s 
conclusion of a far-reaching association agreement did not lead to a 
formal change in Brussels’ traditionally uncommitted position on the 
possibility of ukraine’s future union membership. an accession has 
also never been excluded by Brussels. Yet the texts of ukraine’s as well 
as Georgia’s and moldova’s especially large association agreements do 
not include any reference to the option of a future membership in the 
eu (umland 2013).

it is true that ukraine, Georgia, and moldova are far from the stan-
dards required for eu accession today. however, those Western Balkan 
countries, which have not yet joined the union but have an official 
membership perspective or are even already negotiating their acces-
sion, are not more (or not significantly more) advanced than ukraine 
or Georgia. the latter continue to be hampered by an inability to move 
beyond their post-soviet oligarchic form of governance to a more mod-
ern model. however, Brussels’ lack of long-term strategy, absence of 
political will, and excessive fear of russia are the main reasons for the 
dearth of clear language in the decisions of the eu council or commis-
sion concerning the possibility of future accession of ukraine, Georgia, 
and moldova (klimkin 2017).

currently accumulating domestic issues in the member states of 
nato and the eu, as well as mounting tensions within these inter-
national organizations, are bad news for such aspiring applicants as 
ukraine, Georgia, and moldova. nato’s and the eu’s ongoing enlarge-
ment in the Western Balkans may still continue more or less unham-
pered, as north macedonia’s recent accession to the alliance illustrated. 
Yet that is because the former Yugoslav republics and albania are already 
partly members of, and surrounded by, nato and the eu. With the 
partial exception of serbia, they have thus more or less clear membership 
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prospects (dabrowski and myachenkova 2018). current and future 
Western integration successes of the Balkan nations may thus imply only 
little for ukraine, Georgia, and moldova. in contrast, possible future 
setbacks in the former Yugoslavia may have also negative repercussions 
for the chances of other formerly communist countries to ever enter 
nato and the eu.

A Reboot of U.S.–Ukraine Relations

all this means that kyiv, tbilisi, and chisinau need to rethink their 
tactical short- and medium-term foreign policy priorities and the means 
of their implementation. achieving eu and/or nato membership will 
certainly remain their top aim. But these targets should, in view of grow-
ing geopolitical instability, be acknowledged to be achievable only in the 
long term. ukraine, Georgia, and moldova may instead have to make 
plans of what to do within a more or less prolonged interregnum during 
which their current lack of international embeddedness and gray zone 
status will continue for a number of years (umland 2017b).

the most obvious interim solution for kyiv will be to deepen as 
quickly and as much as possible bilateral ties with those countries that 
already have or may soon have more or less pro-ukrainian leaderships. 
thus, kyiv could seek an upgrade of the little-known 2008 charter on 
strategic partnership between ukraine and the united states. kyiv could 
refer vis-à-vis Washington to the american respect for ukrainian bor-
ders, sovereignty, and integrity expressed in the famous 1994 Budapest 
memorandum on security assurances in connection with ukraine’s 
accession to the treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear Weapons 
(Budjeryn 2014; Budjeryn and umland 2017; umland 2016b). the con-
tent of an update of the 2008 bilateral charter could be (1) a clearer for-
mulation than was the case in the Budapest memorandum of the united 
states’ security guarantees for ukraine until it accedes to nato, and (2) 
a new package of security cooperation between Washington and kyiv.

an upgrade of the existing u.s.–ukraine charter could even lead 
to a qualitatively new agreement between the two countries. (it could 
also include Great Britain as another signatory of the 1994 Budapest 
memorandum, or canada and other especially pro-ukrainian Western 
countries.) ideally, a newly defined pact between kyiv and Washington 
would contain provisions approaching those of the 1953 mutual defense 
treaty between the united states and republic of korea, or similar secu-
rity guarantees that the united states has given to its closest non-nato 
allies around the world.
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While the prospects of such a fundamental change in kyiv’s inter-
national embeddedness are not clear, other directions for the improve-
ment of ukrainian foreign affairs are less uncertain. ukraine’s relations 
to several east european countries with pro-ukrainian or/and russia-
skeptic governments can and should be improved already today. this 
concerns both smaller countries like estonia, latvia, lithuania, and 
slovakia and larger states like poland and romania.

Toward an Intermarium Alliance

ukraine, Georgia, and moldova should, with regard to these countries, 
not only seek closer bilateral ties. they should also try to build with them as 
well as other east european states multilateral networks that transcend the 
borders of nato and the eu. in fact, this was already tried in december 
2005 when estonia, Georgia, lithuania, latvia, moldova, north macedo-
nia, romania, slovenia, and ukraine founded the so-called community of 
democratic choice in kyiv. some of these nine countries were then mem-
bers of the eu and/or nato, others were and/or are neither. however, 
the community never got off the ground and is today largely forgotten.

a different strategy for ukraine, Georgia, and moldova would be to 
try to enter already existing multilateral regional projects. this includes, 
above all, the three seas initiative of twelve eastern eu members states 
(austria, Bulgaria, croatia, czech republic, estonia, hungary, latvia, 
lithuania, poland, romania, slovakia, and slovenia) established in 2016 
and the Bucharest nine group of countries constituting nato’s east 
european flank (hungary, czech republic, slovakia, poland, lithuania, 
latvia, estonia, romania, and Bulgaria), formed in 2015 (rotaru and 
umland 2017). While the three seas initiative focuses on infrastructure 
and transportation, the Bucharest nine is about security and defense. 
Both networks thus touch upon issues that are central to the geopolitics 
and geoeconomics of eastern europe and that are of crucial relevance 
to the protection, resilience, and development of ukraine, Georgia, and 
moldova. an eastern enlargement of the three seas initiative could 
happen with simultaneous support from Brussels and Washington, and 
an extension of the Bucharest nine could be envisaged within nato’s 
already existing special partnerships with ukraine and Georgia (fedo-
renko and umland 2017; umland 2016a).

another strategy for Georgia and ukraine as nato applicants—as 
well as perhaps azerbaijan and moldova, with no such ambitions—would 
be to persuade the united states to support more intensely these four 
countries’ already existing organization for democracy and economic 
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development (Guam) founded in 1997. Washington might be even per-
suaded to create with these four countries an equivalent to the u.s. Bal-
tic charter founded in 1998 with estonia, latvia, and lithuania or the 
u.s. adriatic charter founded in 2003 with albania, croatia, and north 
macedonia. a u.s.-Guam charter would upgrade Washington’s already 
existing bilateral charters of strategic partnership with kyiv and tbilisi, 
and provide the four former soviet republics with at least a modicum of 
international security (vereshchuk and umland 2019).

Conclusion

the above-mentioned possible scenarios do not exclude an emer-
gence of absolutely new formats of interaction in east-central europe. 
they should all make better use of the region’s human and economic 
potential by way of relying on a common central european identity 
as a specific subset of european civilization. ukraine, Georgia, and 
moldova—as well as their international friends—could and should 
think about different schemes that would strengthen their international 
embeddedness. there are a number of alternative avenues for kyiv to 
pursue its Western integration even without yet starting accession proce-
dures with nato and the eu.

in 2020, because of the effects of the coronavirus spread, geopoliti-
cal uncertainty is increasing by the month. even before the pandemic, 
domestic developments in a number of countries (including Great Brit-
ain, the united states, hungary, or france) created uncertainty about 
the identity and future of nato and the eu. in such circumstances, 
the two major Western organizations have already and will continue to 
become less rather than more open for new applicants. for the years to 
come, increasing ukraine’s international security and her integration 
with the world’s still existing liberal democracies is a moving target. 
accordingly, kyiv and its partners will need creativity, resolution, and 
flexibility in exploring new paths of international cooperation.
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